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Abstract 
 
Women with breast cancer have a high risk of death. Digitised mammograms can be used to detect the 
early stage of breast cancer. However, digitised mammograms suffer low contrast appearances that 
may lead to misdiagnosis. This paper proposes a Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system of 
automated classification of breast cancer lesions using a modified image processing technique of Fuzzy 
Anisotropic Diffusion Histogram Equalization Contrast Adaptive Limited (FADHECAL) incorporated with 
Multilevel Otsu Thresholding on digitised mammograms. Four main blocks were used in this CAD system, 
namely; (i) Pre-processing and Enhancement block; (ii) Segmentation block; (iii) Region of Interests 
(ROIs) Extraction block; and (iv) Classification block. The CAD system was tested on 30 digitised 
mammograms retrieved from the Mini-Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) database with 
various degrees of severity and background tissues. The proposed CAD system showed a high accuracy 
of 96.67% for the detection of breast cancer lesions.  
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1. Introduction 

 
Based on the recent Global Cancer Statistics, in 2020, there were a total of 11.7% breast cancer 

cases and approximately 19.3 million were new cases [1]. Breast cancer is the most common cancer 
among women and is associated with a high death rate. [2, 3]. Early detection can provide effective 
patient management and treatment. Digitised mammograms are the most reliable and effective way of 
breast screening for early detection of breast cancer [4]. Digitised mammograms can also show different 
types of breast cancer lesions such as benign and malignant lesions [5]. Determining both lesions will 
help to provide the most appropriate treatment method and thus, this increases the survival rate [6]. 
However, digitised mammograms with low image quality will reduce lesion detectability and 
differentiation [7]. As a result, many patients will be asked to undergo further investigations such as an 
invasive biopsy. Therefore, a Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) system has been developed for 
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assisting radiologists to identify breast cancer lesions better at the early stage without undergoing 
invasive biopsies.  

The CAD system has been developed to detect mass or microcalcifications clusters [8]. The most 
challenging problem of the CAD system is to detect the mass in low contrast digitised mammograms 
associated with complex shapes and undesired surrounding breast tissues. The major purpose of the 
CAD system is to reliably and accurately detect and identify the location of breast cancer lesions. In 
previous literature, the use of CAD systems had shown a good impact especially for early detection of 
breast cancer [9]. There are recent advancements in developing a CAD system for the detection of breast 
cancer in the last few decades [10, 11]. The development of the CAD system is mainly to improve breast 
cancer detection, particularly in the recognition of masses and calcifications. Nonetheless, certain areas 
of research in the CAD system of breast cancer still require further attention to improve accuracy. The 
major drawbacks for the CAD system of detection of breast cancer are poor image enhancement 
techniques for improving the images of digitised mammograms. For example, the CAD system still has 
limitations with low contrast and lack of preservation image details [9]. Thus, it will lead to double 
reading and increased time for detecting the location of breast cancer. A study by Makandar A, Halali 
B (2016) showed the CAD system for detection of breast cancer using median filter dan Contrast 
Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization (CLAHE) of enhancement process and Otsu thresholding 
segmentation [12]. This system still has limitations to detect breast cancer due to poor intensity images 
of enhanced digitised mammograms.  

In this paper, a CAD system with an automated classification of breast cancer lesions is proposed, 
consisting of low computational time and using rule-based classification with a newly proposed image 
enhancement technique for digitised mammograms. The proposed CAD system was found to be able to 
enhance the digitised mammograms by using Suradi SH, Abdullah KA, Isa NAM (2021) previous work 
of an improved image enhancement technique for digitised mammograms namely, Fuzzy Anisotropic 
Diffusion Histogram Equalization Contrast Adaptive Limited (FADHECAL) to reduce noise in 
digitised mammograms while preserving the contrast and the brightness. Breast cancer lesions 
segmentation using Multilevel Otsu Thresholding was also applied to detect and segment the mass on 
the digitised mammograms [13].  
 
2. Materials and Methods 

2.1. CAD system of Automated Classification of Breast Cancer Lesions 

 
Four main blocks were used to automate the classification of breast cancer lesions; (i) Pre-

processing and Enhancement block; (ii) Segmentation block; (iii) ROIs Extraction block; and (iv) 
Classification block. Figure 1 illustrates the proposed CAD system's main block diagram. First, the 
system read the digitised mammograms from the Mini-MIAS database. Then, these digitised 
mammograms underwent pre-processing and enhancement process by FADHECAL to improve the 
quality of images. The enhanced digitised mammograms were segmented using Multilevel Otsu 
Thresholding to segment the Region of Interests (ROIs) for breast cancer lesions. The final output of 
the segmentation process was then transferred to ROIs Extraction block to extract the types of breast 
cancer lesions based on specific features such as area, circularity and solidity. The ROIs were classified 
into two types of lesions - benign and malignant. 
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Figure 1.  Overall block diagram for proposed CAD system of automated classification of breast 
cancer lesions. 

 

2.1.1 Database of Digitised Mammograms 

 
Digitised mammograms from the Mini Mammographic Image Analysis Society (MIAS) database 

were used in this study [14]. The database consisted of 322 digitised mammograms with normal, masses 
and microcalcifications cases. Only 30 digitised mammograms were included in this study due to related 
abnormalities within. The selected digitised mammograms consisted of three different background 
tissues such as fatty, fatty glandular and dense glandular tissues. Each digitised mammogram was 
transformed 8-bit grey levels quantisation with 256 different levels. The size for each digitised 
mammogram was 1024 X 1024 pixels. All digitised mammograms were in portable grey map (PGM) 
format. Figure 2 shows the digital mammograms from the Mini-MIAS database with different types of 
background tissues.  
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Figure 2.  Digitised mammograms from Mini MIAS database with different background tissues; (a) 

Fatty tissue; (b) Fatty-glandular tissue and (c) Dense-glandular tissue. 
 

2.1.2. Pre-processing and Enhancement using FADHECAL  

 
The pre-processing of digitised mammograms was performed as the initial process to remove the 

unwanted region, such as the labels to improve the contrast appearances. FADHECAL is a hybrid 
enhancement technique that combines fuzzy-based, histogram-based enhancement techniques and an 
Anisotropic Diffusion Filter (ADF) is embedded to reduce the noise while preserving the image details. 
A Fuzzy Clipped Inference System (FCIS) was employed in this FADHECAL technique to automate 
the clip-limit selection for the enhancement process. The FCIS had been set up with two input measures, 
namely the contrast (C) and the entropy (E). The flowchart of FADHECAL enhancement for digitised 
mammograms is shown in Figure 3. The FADHECAL technique used Equation 1 to calculate the clip 
limit to enhance the digitised mammograms.  

 
 

𝐹𝐴𝐷𝐻𝐸𝐶𝐴𝐿 =
𝜑

256
+ 𝐹𝐻𝐶𝐿. 𝜑 −

𝜑

256
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (1) 

Where FHCL is for fuzzy histogram clip limit (ranges from 0 to 0.1), and [.] stands for truncating 
value to the nearest integer. φ is the block size's product, the pixel intensity values vary from 0 to 255, 
as indicated by the value 256. 
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Figure 3.  The flowchart of FADHECAL enhancement for digitised mammograms. 
 

2.1.3. Segmentation using Multilevel Otsu Thresholding  

 
A process to fraction or partition the image into regions is known as image segmentation. This 

technique was used to find and extract details in the image as Region of Interests (ROIs). The 
thresholding method was the simplest and one of the most widely used techniques for image 
segmentation due to its simplicity [15]. By assigning an intensity value to each pixel, thresholding was 
used to separate an ROI from its background, allowing each pixel to be categorised as an ROI or a 
background. 

The segmentation process must satisfy certain conditions to obtain the region of breast masses. 
The selection region of interest for breast masses in digitised mammograms could identify the types of 
breast cancer lesions. Digitised mammograms often had abrupt changes in the intensity peak values 
[16]. Thus, it led to misclassifying the breast cancer lesions region due to different types of breast tissue 
densities. Multilevel Otsu Thresholding Segmentation could overcome this problem by segmenting the 
region of breast cancer lesions at different intensities levels. Multilevel Otsu thresholding uses an 
appropriate threshold (T), as in Equation 2. 

 
 

y(x, y) =
1, if 130 ≤ T ≤ 211

0, otherwise
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (2) 
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𝑦(𝑥, 𝑦) =
,    

,
     (2) 

Where 𝑦(𝑥, 𝑦) is the binary image and 𝐼(𝑥, 𝑦) is the pixel intensity and (𝑥, 𝑦) is the image location. If 
the image pixels have values larger or smaller than the set-up threshold values, the pixels show a white 
region or ‘1’.  Otherwise, the pixels show a black region or ‘0’. 

2.1.4. Region of Interests (ROIs) Extraction of Breast Cancer Lesions 

 
Region of Interests (ROIs) extraction was used for digitised mammograms analysis. This method 

of morphological operations was used to extract the breast lesions within the ROIs of blob properties. 
In this study, this method was also used to help structure the elements and measure the shape of the 
image. It could refine the characteristics of the ROIs and assist in the removal of undesirable areas [17]. 
The parameters of the blobs segmented from digitised mammograms were computed using specific 
features of areas, circularity, and solidity as described: 

i. Area of blob  
 

The area was used to measure the number of pixels that were occupied by the breast cancer 
lesions. The white pixels represented the ROIs of breast cancer lesions. 

 
ii. Circularity of blob 
 

The circularity was used to measure the roundness, i.e. excluded the local irregularities. The 
circularity was obtained by calculating the ratio area of an object to the area of a circle with the same 
convex perimeter as shown in Equation 3. 

 

𝐶𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
4𝜋. 𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑥. 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟)2
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (3) 

iii. Solidity of blob 
 

The solidity was used to measure the density of ROIs for breast cancer lesions. The ratio of the 
ROI area to the area of the ROI convex yielded the solidity measurement. Equation 4 describes the 
solidarity calculation. 

 

𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝐴𝑟𝑒𝑎

𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑥 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (4) 

 
3. Results and Discussion 

 
Medical image classification can be considered as the main technique of Computer-Aided 

Diagnosis (CAD) in the digital image processing system. In this study, CAD was used to aid the 
detection of breast cancer lesions by classifying the Region of Interests (ROIs) extraction known as a 
blob. This CAD was used on digitised mammograms to classify the blob as benign or malignant lesions. 
Table 1 shows the results of ROIs extraction from the selected digitised mammograms with different 
background tissues and degrees of severity. The classifications of the blob (i.e. benign or malignant) 
were performed based on three (3) conditions; (i) Area of the blob; (ii) Solidity of the blob; and (iii) 
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Circularity of blob. Figure 4 shows the classification criteria for the breast cancer lesions using rule-
based.  

Table 1. Results of ROIs extraction from the selected digitised mammograms 

No. 
Type of 
lesions 

Background tissues 
Area of 

blob 
Circularity 

of blob 
Solidity of 

blob 
1 

Benign 

Fatty 

1,127 2.6 0.9 
2 5,272 3.0 0.9 
3 1,150 2.4 0.8 
4 1,974 2.6 0.8 
5 2,387 2.5 0.8 
6 

Fatty-glandular 

2,762 2.9 0.8 
7 5,755 2.9 0.8 
8 2,795 2.4 0.8 
9 2,536 2.7 0.9 

10 3,868 3.0 0.9 
11 

Dense-glandular 

4,498 3.5 0.8 
12 1,129 3.3 0.9 
13 7,281 3.1 0.9 
14 4,345 3.2 0.9 
15 4,657 3.4 0.9 
16 

Malignant 

Fatty 

3,977 4.1 0.8 
17 5,963 3.7 0.8 
18 5,884 4.1 0.7 
19 3,018 3.9 0.8 
20 2,876 4.2 0.8 
21 

Fatty-glandular 

1,952 3.9 0.7 
22 4,304 4.3 0.8 
23 2,752 4.1 0.7 
24 3,197 3.8 0.8 
25 3,534 3.9 0.8 
26 

Dense-glandular 

1,496 4.5 0.7 
27 4,734 4.4 0.8 
28 3,814 3.9 0.7 
29 2,577 4.2 0.8 
30 2,842 4.6 0.7 
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Figure 4. The classification criteria for breast cancer lesions using the rule-based method. 

The area of the blob was used as the first rule to classify the breast cancer lesions. The blob area 
that was equal to or larger than 1000 pixels was classified as suspected of tumour or mass. The value of 
blob area was chosen based on digitised mammograms with abnormal conditions from the mini-MIAS 
database. As a result, the blob area value was chosen as the cut off point for excluding any segmented 
breast tissues that were unrelated to the tumour site. Blobs that met these criteria were assigned to a 
tumour or mass, and the remaining blobs were removed. Solidity was used as the second rule of blob 
criteria to classify breast cancer lesions. Solidity showed the fractions of a region as compared to its 
convex hull. The object shapes such as a solid circle or square were considered to have solidity. The 
values of solidity ranged from 0 to 1; whereby 1 was high solidity and 0 was not solid. Tumours had 
been considered as solid and they occupied most regions within the breast tissues. All abnormal 
conditions of digitised mammograms containing tumours or masses with an average solidity value 
greater than 0.7 were analysed in this study. 

Circularity was used to measure the circular blob to classify the breast lesions. In the digitised 
mammograms, the blobs that contained tumours could appear in a well-defined or circular. In this study, 
most of the blobs with tumours or masses had circularity values of less or equal to 5.0. Therefore, the 
circularity value of 5.0 was chosen as the reference value. Another circularity value was also set as the 
reference value to distinguish between benign and malignant lesions. Blobs with a circularity value of 
less than 3.5 were classified as benign tumours, whereas those with a value of 3.6 to 5.0 were classified 
as malignant tumours. This condition range was established based on the fact that benign tumours had 
a rounder and more circular appearance than malignant tumours. 

The classification was used to determine whether the area of blob or ROIs had a benign or 
malignant type of breast cancer lesions. If the area of blobs or ROIs had fulfilled the three specific 
criteria that were discussed above, tumours were suspected. Figures 5 and 6 show the digitised 
mammograms with benign and malignant masses respectively. Figures 5(a) and 6(a) show the original 
digitised mammograms with low contrast and suspicious mass region. After performing the 
FADHECAL technique as shown in Figures 5(b) and 6(b), it was found the mass had visualized and 
enhanced the details of suspicious mass. Thus, it increased the sensitivity of the subsequent 
segmentation process. The resultant of segmented images as shown in Figures 5(c) and 6(c) 
demonstrated the blob or ROI extraction that fulfilled all three criteria of classification of breast cancer 
lesions. Figure 5(c) shows the blob or ROI that fulfilled the rule or criteria of blob circularity less or 
equal to 3.5 (image = 3.0) and was classified as benign mass. Meanwhile, Figure 6(c) shows blob or 
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ROI that fulfilled the rule or criteria of blob circularity in a range from 3.6 to 5.0 (image = 4.2) and was 
classified as malignant mass. As shown in Figures 5(d) and 6(d), the location, size and shape of breast 
cancer lesion of mass regions were successfully detected and preserved.  
 

 

Figure 5.  Results of detection of benign mass in a digitised mammogram; (a) Original digitised 
mammogram; (b) Enhanced digitised mammogram; (c) ROI extraction and (d) Location of benign 

mass in the digitised mammogram. 

 

 

Figure 6.  Results of detection of malignant mass in digitised mammogram; (a) Original digitised 
mammogram; (b) Enhanced digitised mammogram; (c) ROI extraction and (d) Location of malignant 

mass in the digitised mammogram. 
 

After applying the proposed CAD system on all the selected digitised mammograms, quantitative 
analysis was carried out by employing the accuracy of the proposed algorithm as follows. 

Accuracy  =
Detected true positive of digitised mammograms 

Total of digitised mammograms
x 100% . . . (5) 

Accuracy =  X 100% =  96.67% 
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The results showed the proposed CAD system had obtained a good performance for the detection 
of mass breast cancer lesions with 96.67% of accuracy. All the results were validated with the ground 
truth from the mini-MIAS database.  From the 30 selected digitised mammograms, only one digitised 
mammogram was missed by the proposed CAD system due to the dense breast tissue surrounded by a 
mass of breast cancer lesions. For future research, the investigation needs to be done with a real case 
study (local database) with a higher number of digitised mammograms to improve the accuracy of the 
proposed CAD system.  

 
4. Conclusion 

 
Digitised mammograms can be difficult to interpret and diagnose due to low contrast appearances. 

Therefore, an automated CAD classification of breast cancer lesions has been proposed for digitised 
mammograms. This CAD system showed superior results that effectively detects and segments the 
masses of breast cancer lesions. The accuracy of CAD showed an excellent percentage of 96.67%.  
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